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CARDINAL CONDITIONS IN NEARNESS SPACES
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In order to redress some deficiency of the topological structure and
cover the topological structure and uniform structure in one structure,
there have been many efforts to define new structures, notably the limit
structure ([F]), the nearness structure ([H2]) and topological constructs

([HI]).
Indeed, it is known that the nearness structure is a very nice generalization of topological and uniform structures and that it is very suitable
for the study of extensions of topological and uniform spaces (see [H2]).
We recall that the category Top of topological spaces and continuous
maps is a bicoreflective subcategory of the category Near of nearness
spaces and nearness preserving maps and the category Unif of uniform
spaces and uniformly continuous maps is a bireflective subcategory of
Near.
The purpose of this paper is to obtain an infinite chains of bireflective
and bicoreflective subcategories of Near depending on each infinite cardinal. For each infinite cardinal N, we define ~-determined nearness spaces
as those nearness space (X,O such that a family A of subsets of X is
a near family i.e., A E ~ iff every subfamily B of A with card(B) < N
is a near family. Then we note that a nearness space is contigual iff
it is No-determined and show that the full subcategory N-Near of Near
consisting of N-determined nearness spaces is bireflective in Near.
Moreover, we show that the full subcategory NB-Near of Near determined by nearness spaces with bases consisting of families whose cardinals are less than N, is bicoreflective in Near.
For the terminology, we refer to [AHS] for the category theory and to
[H2] for the theory of nearness spaces.
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1. N-Determined Nearness spaces

In this section, we are concerned with a chain of bireflective subcategories of the category Near of nearness spaces and nearness preserving
maps.
NOTATION 1.1. (1) As usual, nearness spaces and nearness preserving
maps will be denoted by N -spaces and N -maps, respectively.
(2) Let N be an infinite cardinal. Then a family of sets will be called
an N-family if its cardinal is less than N. Then No-families are precisely
finite families.
Now using the above notations, we define a concept of N-determined
N-spaces.
DEFINITION 1.2. An N-space (X,~) is said to be N-determined if a
family A of subsets of X belongs to whenever every N-su'Qfamily of A
belongs to

e

e.

The following are immediate from the definition.
REMARK 1.3. (1) It is clear that No-determined N-spaces are precisely contigual spaces. Moreover, if N ~ W, then an N-determined
N -space is clearly an Nt -determined N -space.
(2) For an N-space (X,e), the following are equivalent, where ~ and
f.1 are the associated farness and covering structures of
respectively.
(a) (X,O is N-determined.
(b) For any A ~ P( X), AE iff there is B ~ A such that BEe and
B is an N-family.
(c) For any A ~ P(X), A E f.1 iff there is B ~ A such that B E f.1 and
B is an N-family.
(3) By (2), a uniform N-space (X, e) is N-determined iff it is N-totally
bounded.

e,

e

PROPOSITION 1.4. A topological N-space (X,
it is a Lindeli5f space.

0

is Nl-detennined iff

Proof. Suppose (X,O is Nrdetermined and :F is a family of closed
sets in (X, e) with the countable intersection property, then every countable subfamily of:F belongs to
Since (X,O is NI-determined,:F also

e.
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belongs to ~, so that :F has a non-empty intersection, for (X,~) is topological. Thus (X,O is a Lindelof space.
For the converse, take any A ~ P(X) such that every countable
subfamily of A belongs to ~. Then for any countable subfamily B of A,
{dB: B E 8} has a non-empty intersection, for (X,O is topological.
Thus {cl A : A E A} is a family of dosed subsets with the countable
intersection property, so that it has a non-empty intersecti.on. Thus A
belongs to ( This completes the proof.
The above proposition suggests that N1-determined N-spaces would
be called Lindelof N -spaces.
We recall that the category Near of N -spaces and N -maps is a properly fibred topological construct (see [ARS] and [R2]). The full subcategory of Near consisting of all N-determined N -spaces will be denoted by
N-Near.
THEOREM 1.5. For any infinite cardinal N, the category N-Near is
biref1ective in Near.

Proof. Take any

(X,~)

E Near and let

e~ = {A ~ P(X): for any N-subfamily 8 of A, 8 E

O.

Let us show that ~N is a nearness structure on X.
Suppose A < 8 and 8 E ~N. For any N-subfamily C of A, there is
an N-subfamily V of 8 with C < V. Since 8 E ~N, V E ~; hence C E ~.
Thus A E
so that
satisfies NI). Clearly ~ ~ ~N and therefore, ~N
satisfies N z ) and N 3 ). For N 4 ), suppose A V 8 E ~N but A r:t e~ and
8 r:t ~N, then there are N-families C ~ A and V ~ 8 such that C r:t ~
and V r:t ~; therefore C V V r:t ~. Since C V 1) is an N-subfamily of A V 8,
we have a contradiction. Since N is an infinite cardinal, a finite family
of subsets of X belongs to
iff it belongs to~. Thus for any A ~ X,
cl€ A = de' A. Suppose {d€N A : A E A} E
then for any N-subfamily
B of A, {cl€NB : B E 8} = {cl€B : B E 8} E ~ and hence 8 E ~. Thus
A belongs to
Thus ~N is a nearness structure on X. Now take fu'1y
family A ~ P( X) such that every N-subfamily of A belongs to ~N. Since
a subfamily of an N-family is again an N-family, every N-subfamily of A
belongs to ~ so that A also belongs to ~N. In all, the N-space (X,~N) is

e\

e

eN

eN.

e,
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an object of N-Near. Let T' : (X, e) -+ (X, e~) be the map given by the
identity map of X, then T' is an N-map for ~
Now take any Nmap f: (X,O -+ (Y,1]) such that (Y,1]) EN-Near and take any A E
then for any N-family B ~ A, BEe; hence f(B) E 1]. Thus f(A)
belongs to e~ therefore f: (X,e) -+ (Y,1]) is again an N-map. Hence
T' : (X,O -+ (X,
is the N-Near reflection of (X, 0, which is clearly a
bimorphism.

e eN.

;

e,

eN)

The following are immediate from the above theorem:
COROLLARY 1.6. (1) The category N-Near is closed under the formations of initial sources in Near.
(2) The category N-Near is a properly fibred topological construct.
(3) The category N-Near is complete and cocomplete and it is closed
under the formations of limits in Near. Moreover, colimits in N-Near are
precisely the reflections of the corresponding colimits in Near.

It is well known that a topological product space of Lindelof spaces
need not be a Lindelof space. For example, let T be the topology on the
set R of real numbers generated by the half open intervals [a, b), then
(R, T) X (R, T) is not a Lindelof space. But let eT denote the nearness
structure induced by T, then (R,eT) is an N1-determined N-space by
Proposition 1.4; hence (R, eT) x (R, eT) is Nrdetermined, which cannot
be a topological N -space.
Since the category UNear of uniform N-spaces and N-maps, which is
isomorphic with the category Unif ofunifonn spaces and uniformly continuous maps, is bireflective in Near and Near is a topological construct,
one has the following by the above theorem.

1.7. The category UNear nN-Near is also bireflective in
Near and moreover, UNear nN-Near is isomorphic with the category of
N-tota1ly bounded unifonn spaces and uniformly continuous maps.
COROLLARY

2. Bases for Nearness spaces
This section concerns with nearness spaces with bases consisting of
N-families and we then obtain an infinite sequence of coreflective subcategories of Near.
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let (X,~) be an N-space and j3 ~ ~. Then j3 is said
to be a base for ~ of (X, 0 if for any A E ~, there is B E j3 with A < B.
We note that if j3 is a base for an N-space (X,O, then we have:
~

= {A

~

P(X) : A < B for some B E j3}

and vice versa.
DEFINITION 2.2. For an infinite cardinal ~, an N-space
to be ~-based if it has a base consisting of ~-families.

(X,~)

is said

REMARK 2.3. (1) An N-space (X,O is No-bases (~l-based, resp.) iff
~ is completely determined by the finite (countable, resp.) members of
( Moreover, every finite N-space is clearly No-based.
(2) If N ::; W, then an N-based N-space is W-based.
(3) A topological N-space (X, is N-based iff the following holds: for
any family A of subsets of X with n{clA : A E A} =I 0, there is an
N-family B of subsets of X such that A < B and n{ cl B : B E B} =I 0.

°

Let ~B-Near denote the full subcategory of Near determined by ~
based N-spaces.
We recall that a sink Ui : (Xi,~i) -+ (X,O)iEI is a final sink iff
~ = {A ~ P(X) : nA =I 0} u {A ~ P(X) : fi-1(A) E ~i for some i E I}.
Using this together with the fact that Near is a topological construct,
we have the following.
THEOREM 2.4. For any infinite cardinal
a bicorefIective subcategory of Near.

~,

the category

~B-Near is

Proof. It is enough to show that NB-Near is closed under the formations of final sinks in Near. Take any family ((Xi, ~i))iEI in ~B-Near
and a final sink (Ji : (Xi, ~i) - t (X, O)iEI in Near. Let A be an element
of~. For the case of nA =I 0, take any x E nA, then clearly one has
A < {{x}} and the latter is an N-family. For the case of fi-1(A) E ~i
for some i E I. Since (Xi, ~i) E NB-Near, there is an N-family B in
~i with fi-1(A) < B. Thus fi(B) is an N-family of subsets of X such
that A < fi(B) and fi(B) E ~, because fi-1(Ji(B)) corefines B; hence
fi-1Ui(B)) E ~i. Therefore, (X,O is N-based. This completes the proof.
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(X,O be an N-space and let eNb = {A ~ P(X) :
in with A < 5}. Then it is a routine calculation
that the identity map c : (X, eNb) -+ (X,O is the ~B-Near coreflection
of (X, e). We left the detail to the readers.
REMARK 2.5. Let
there is an ~-family 5

e

The following is immediate from the above theorem.
COROLLARY

2.6. (1) Tbe category

~B-Near is

closed under tbe for-

mations of final sinks and colimits in Near.
(2) Tbe category ~B-Near is a properly fibred topological construct.
(3) Tbe category ~B-Near is complete and cocomplete. Moreover, tbe
limits in ~B-Near is tbe coreflection of tbe corresponding limits in Near.
(4) A subspace of an ~-based N -space is again ~-based.
Since the category TNear of topological N -spaces and N -maps is bicorefleetive in Near, one has the following by the above theorem.
COROLLARY 2.7. Tbe category TNear
subcategory of Near.

n~B-Near is a

bicoreflective
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